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Aka-Plural and Mag-Plural are polishing cloth especially suited for a fast polishing            
step using 2.5 or 3 μm diamonds. 
 
The Plural cloth is recommended for polishing of different types of steel, from             
relatively soft to very hard steels. It can also be used for sintered carbides and               
other very hard materials, and it is often selected for the preparation of             
un-mounted samples because of its durability and long lifetime. 
 
As 2.5 - 3 μm diamonds are used, there will be a small amount of residual                
scratching, but that does not influence the structural integrity. 
 
Recommended preparation method: 
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The Plural cloth can be used as recommended above, or it can replace similar              
cloths from other suppliers, keeping the preparation parameters as they were. 
All the preparation parameters can be transferred directly. However, the Plural           
polishing cloth has a higher removal rate (see following page) than similar cloth,             
therefore the polishing time on the polishing step can be reduced. 
 

Removal rate measurement 
 

 
 
This graph compares the removal rate between the original Plural cloth (also            
similar to other supplier's cloths) and the new Plural cloth. 
 
The graph shows the specific removal for every polishing step of 5 minutes. It              
shows that the amount of removed material gradually increases, and after about            
10 minutes both cloths are performing at their maximum. This is the so called              
run-in time that must be considered every time a new polishing cloth is taken into               
use.  
We can learn from this graph that the new Plural already after the first 5 minutes                
has a higher removal rate than the maximum removal rate of the old Plural.  
This means that the run-in time is much shorter on the new Plural cloth, and the                
entire polishing step can be dramatically shortened. 
 
 
Tip: To eliminate the run-in time, use Aka-Stick to prime the polishing cloth.             
Use same grain size as the suspension used. 
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